All These Fine Gifts…
Have the Tech Insignia

THE TECH COOP
40 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge 39, Mass.

M.I.T. Towel
Big size, 36 x 66. White towel with
the Tech identification in red. It
is of excellent quality and very
absorbent.
3.98
2 for 7.50
Code 21-05

Sweat Shirts
This grey cotton, fleece-lined sweat shirt has the
Tech identification. Built
for men, but the girls like
them too.
2.50
Code 21-10

Men’s Jackets
Made of pearl grey poplin, zippered, with maroon
and grey knitted collar
and cuffs. Very practical
and comfortable. S-M-L-XL with Tech seal
7.50
Code 21-12

M.I.T. Beaver
Official Tech mascot . . .
soft and cuddly grey plush
with ears and tail of red
with red ribbon collar. 12”
high.
3.85
Code 21-11

Tech Zippo
Lighter has a satin
chrome finish with a
red and grey Tech shield produced by a
2-piece die, giving a 3-dimensional effect.
5.00
Code 21-01

Tech Playing Cards
These cards have a Celluloid finish and are gift boxed. The backs show the Tech
Seal as illustrated. 2 pack set
2.95
Code 21-03

Tech Hi-Ball Glasses
Each glass of 10 oz. capacity shows a
two color Tech Seal. Set of 12
5.95
Code 21-07

M.I.T. Chair
A fine adaptation of the traditional
Corporation chair of President
William Barton Rogers . . . sturdily
made of hardwood . . . finished in
black with trim and seal in gold
32.50
Code 21-04
Delivery approximately 30 days. Shipped
express collect from Gardner, Mass.

Cushions
For M.I.T. Chairs
A luxurious 2” foam cushion cov-
ered in long wearing grey and
maroon Duraleather. 11.00
Code 21-09

M.I.T. Bookends
These heavy bookends have a 5½
inch Tech seal in bronze and will
prove a handsome accessory for
any table or desk. 19.95
Code 21-06

Tech Waste Basket
Gold finished Tech Crest mounted
on one side with a gold finished
band at the top. Made of crimson
leatherette over metal. 12½”
high. 3.50
Code 21-08

M.I.T. Boardwalker
This knee length, all cotton fleece
garment is warm and cozy. It’s the
sweat shirt that really grew up. Has the Tech insignia in black and large
patch pocket. Fine for dorm and
beach wear. Lemon yellow. Small
(32) Medium (34-36) Large (38-40)
4.95
Code 21-02
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